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Society of St Vincent de Paul
Singapore
is a part of the global Vincentian family, an
international Catholic voluntary organization
dedicated to the sanctification of its members
through serving the poor and disadvantage.

Our Mission

To promote better understanding of the public to
the needs of the poor and underprivileged and
to encourage the public to take an active part in
alleviating the sufferings and needs of the poor and
marginalized.
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We Want to Do More
and Better

by Florence Tan
President, SSVP National Council

One of our society’s
core values is to “Go forth
to seek out the poor; adapt
to the changing world and
provide any form of personal
help that will alleviate their
sufferings and self-sufficiency”.
In this respect, we need to
continuously evolve our
approach and push the
envelope in providing more
holistic care for our FINs.

about how members,
partnering with our
professional social work staff,
have significantly improved the
situation of some of our FIN
families.
We are also thankful to
SSVP conferences that have
taken on new initiatives on
their own. Members of St

good, we also need to build
camaraderie, partnership and
fraternal relationship within
our society and with the
communities we work with.
As Vincentian conferences
which are a “community of
faith and service” coming
to serve the less fortunate,
we must be truly loving and
caring for each other as
fraternal brother and sisters.

exacerbated by the onset
of the economic slow-down
in Singapore and globally.
Many families may require
temporary assistance in the
near future. NC is looking
into various options and we
will announce our findings in
due course.

Ignatius conference started
the Milk and Diapers (MAD)
project (led by Jenny Chua)
in early 2016, sourcing and
delivering milk and diapers
to needy families with infants
and toddlers below 4 years.
Since its inception with 5
families, it has now evolved
into an umbrella of 50 families
and is growing even further.
This innovative project, with
many touching family stories,
continues to inspire more
volunteers to offer their
personal time, effort and
funds.

We must also work
and collaborate with other
community partners to better
serve our beneficiaries. In
partnering with our wider
parish community and other
volunteer or social mission
organizations, we have seen
an increase in social outreach
projects in 2016; like replacing
mattresses and light bulbs for
tenants in rental blocks, and
befriending and sharing our
joy with our migrant workers.
Working with volunteers
is mutually enriching for
themselves, our beneficiaries
and our Vincentian members.

We are guided by
our spiritual beacons of
loving God and loving our
neighbours. As we keep
these two objectives firmly in
sight, and as we continue the
mission of Saint Vincent de
Paul, may our Lord’s steadfast
love and blessings be our
anchor in all our undertakings.
Together with my fellow
Vincentians in the National
Council and the Vincentian
family we will endeavour to
do our best and may God be
our helper.

Resources

Florence Tan
President, SSVP National
Council
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The Journey Thus Far
It is both an honour and a huge responsibility to be elected as
SSVP’s 5th National Council (NC) President of Singapore. I
am a qualified accountant who retired as a tax partner in a
major public accounting firm. With the support of my family, I
have served as a Vincentian with the Immaculate Heart of Mary
Conference since 2004. Having served in the last National
Council (2011 – 2016) as the General Secretary and Overseas
Twinning Coordinator; I was elected on 25th May 2016 and
inaugurated on 27th Sept 2016 to lead this 65-year-old society.
The society has 29 conferences with 680 active members and
170 auxiliary members serving more than 2100 “Friends-inNeed” families (FIN) island-wide, regardless of race, religion or
nationality. Our vision is to embrace the world in a network
of charity, serving Christ in the suffering, poor or marginalized,
bringing them love and respect, aid and development, hope
and joy in a more just society. We also seek to deepen our
spirituality and the mutual love and support among Vincentians,
so that, seeing how we serve those in need with one mind and
heart, people are attracted to the Church and to Christ who
animates it.

Hence, NC’s focus for
the next few years will be
to address the following
questions:
• How can we better
promote integral
development of the Poor?
• How can we make a more
positive difference in the lives
of our FINs: improve their
quality of life & restore their
dignity as members of the
community we all live in?
One initiative has been
the development of our
Social Office, which started
as a pilot in the west district
in mid 2015. With the added
professional competencies,
we are encouraged by the
growing number of stories

Building Community
and Increasing
Solidarity within our
Society

Even as we work to
protect basic human dignity
and promote social common

As we plan to provide
more integrated and holistic
care for the poor and needy,
we anticipate that we will
need to raise more money as
well as recruit more members
into the society. This is

Thank you and God Bless.
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by Fr Eugene Vaz
Spiritual Advisor, SSVP
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This Annual Report is a beautiful summary of how we have
responded to the needs of the poor in the course of the past
year. But it is also a challenge to us to discern what more we
must do to be relevant to the needs of the poor in the year
ahead.
We live in a fast changing environment, in trying and difficult
times, facing many challenges, with so many uncertainties, often
hesitant in the kind of response we should make to cries of the
poor.
But the Vincentian’s accent is not primarily on the doing.
The accent in the life of the Vincentian is An Encounter: an
encounter with Jesus Christ, and, an encounter with the person
of Jesus Christ in the poor.
Encountering the person of Jesus Christ leads the Vincentian
to grow ever more deeply and intimately in a relationship with
Him. The Vincentian must keep on growing to become more and
more like Jesus every day. This is the primary responsibility of the
Vincentian. The Vincentian action - the doing - flows from this
deep and intimate relationship with Jesus.
In that deep and intimate relationship the Vincentian encounters
Jesus Christ in the poor.

Seeing the Face of
Christ in the Poor

St. Vincent teaches us to
see Christ in the poor and
suffering, so much so that the
poor become our Lords and
Masters and we their servants.
Vincentian spirituality is
centred on this concept. Jesus
said, “Whatever you did for
one of these least brothers
of mine, you did for me” (Mt
25: 34-40). So we honour our
Lord Jesus Christ by serving
Him both materially and
spiritually in the person of
the poor. Vincentians believe
that true religion is found
among the poor, and that as
we attend to their needs, they
inspire us and evangelize us.

To Be Evangelized By
the Poor

“The poor have much
to teach you. You have much
to learn from them.” – St.
Vincent.
When we share in the life
and goals of poor persons, we
discover the presence of the
Spirit of the Lord who renews
us. As we speak with them,
listen to them, and accompany
them as the agents of their
own way to liberation,
we allow ourselves to be
evangelized by them - we are
inspired and humbled by their
faith and hope in God under
the worst of circumstances.

To Evangelize the Poor

Vincentians seek, in
their relationship with those
in need, to bear witness to
the love of Christ for each
one of us. The mission to
the spiritually needy and
the materially needy are
integrally related and cannot
be separated; one without
the other is worthless. Our
proclamation of the Good
News will resound in people’s
hearts especially when we
give vibrant witness:

1. Through the language of
works: performing the works
of justice and mercy which
are a sign that the kingdom
of God is really alive among
us: feeding the hungry, giving
drink to the thirsty, helping to
find the causes of their hunger
and thirst and the ways of
alleviating it;

2. Through the language
of words: announcing with
deep conviction the Lord’s
presence, His love, His offer
of forgiveness and acceptance
to all;
3. Through the language of
relationships: being with poor
persons, working with them,
forming a community that
shows the Lord’s love for all.
My dear Vincentians, as
we strive together in the
coming year to reach out to
the poor and needy, let us
pray that we will be attentive
to their core needs in more
creative ways that will make
us be truly relevant to them in
our love and service.
God Bless!
Fr Eugene Vaz
Spiritual Advisor, SSVP

The Vincentian Way of Life
Activities of SSVP
Organizational Chart
Particular Councils
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The Vincentian
Way of Life
Service in Hope
4 Principles of the Vincentian Way of Life
Reach out and provide holistic
assistance to the poor and
marginalized

Ministry
Fellowship

Journey as a community towards
a wholesome Christian life and
working together for a common
purpose

Activities of
SSVP
Befriending, journeying and visiting
Friends-In-Needs (FINs).

Giving supplementary cash aid
and food for families of the
underpriviledged, unemployed, sick,
and aged.

Providing FINs with transport facilities
to visit the sick members of the
families in hospital and to secure
medical treatment.

Providing school fees, supplementary
fees, examination fees, bus fare, school
books, and uniforms to our FINs
children.

Securing employment for our FINs
and their children.

Bringing cheer to the
underpriviledged during Christmas,
Easter and other local festivals with
gifts, hampers, and hong baos.

Providing free breakfasts to FINs after
Sunday Mass.

Providing free tuition to primary and
secondary school pupils.

Providing scholarships and bursaries
for children of FINs to attend
University, Polytechnic, and other
tertiary institutions.

Providing funds for self-help projects.

Soliciting donations from benefactors
and well-wishers and organising
fund-raising projects such as fun fairs,
jumble sales, sales of old magazines,
newspaper, and Christmas Carolling.

Organizing sightseeing and excursion
for families of FINs.

Member’s participation at Masses
offered for the sick and deceased
persons.

Organizing Masses and Blessings for
the sick and disabled in churches and
charitable Homes as well as lunches
to residents in Homes.

Attending perpetual Masses for the
intentions of the Society.

Visiting the FINs in hospitals and
Homes.

Involve more parioshioners in
building a missionary church
through SSVP work

Evangelization
Spiritually

A service as a way of acting on
one’s faith and responding to
God’s call to love God and one’s
neighbour

$
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Organizational
Chart

Executive Committee (from left to right): Gabriel Lok, Teresa Yeo, George Koh, Florence Tan, Angela Ong, Stanley Lim.
Not in photo: Christina Lee

Organization of National Council
FR EUGENE VAZ
Spritual Advisor, SSVP
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Best
Practices

T

hrough the years, Vincentian operational practices and
processes have been passed on from one member to
another solely through word of mouth. This has led to disparity
in practices amongst conferences and even within conferences,
whenever there are changes in responsibilities among members.
In this challenging age of tighter regulatory requirements
and governance, it is extremely important that we bring in some
form of standardisation to our processes.
National Council has formed a Best Practices subcommittee to review the diversity of our practices and put in
place a set of guidelines for Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs).
The benefits of these SOPs are as follows:
a) To make it easier for Vincentians to perform their functions
as they don’t have to ask others or guess how a task should be
done.
b) To reduce inconsistency in the delivery of our services.
c) To make it easy to align processes across conferences.
d) To ensure that our practices are in full compliance with
regulatory requirements.
The purpose of the SOPs is to reduce “guess-work” in what
members can and should do, so that when called upon, they can
perform any function with certainty. I would liken it to a good
cook putting his unique recipe into writing to ensure that those
who come after can continue to enjoy the delicious and mouthwatering cuisine perfected by him.
The SOPs currently being formulated include:
a) Accounting
b) Accounts Payable/Disbursements
c) Cash Collection

by Gabriel Lok

d) Cash Flow Forecast
e) Donations and Designated Funds
f) Condensed Statement of Accounts for Parish Office
When ready, we will roll out these SOPs for conferences to
adopt.
We are aware that with the deployment of the new SOPs,
many conferences will be required to change their existing
procedures and practices. As such, the Best Practise subcommittee will accordingly conduct briefing sessions to assist
conferences with this transition and to clarify any questions that
may arise.
This is just the start of a long process for the Best Practices
sub-committee to review all aspects of our financial practices.
The sub-committee will also need to keep up to date with
the ever-changing regulatory landscape to ensure that we are
in compliance. To this end, new and updated SOPs will be
deployed to conferences on an ongoing basis as and when they
are completed.
Gabriel Lok
Treasurer, SSVP National Council and
Chairman, SSVP Best Practices sub-committee

Faith Formation
Development

T

he role of Faith Formation and Development (FFD)
in SSVP is to promote the spiritual formation and
development of members so that they can better serve the
FINs and remain faithful to the spirit of our founders.
The key elements of the FFD programme are:
a) Promoting daily personal prayer and meditation on holy
scriptures including the awareness of Examen. The aim is to
encourage every member to live a deeper spiritual life.
b) Formalising conference meeting prayer and reflection
including faith sharing. This is to ensure all SSVP meetings are
held in the spirit of brotherly affection and oneness of heart.
c) Organising spiritual talks, retreats and Days of Recollection.
d) Organising training and development programs to increase
members’ functional knowledge and skills in serving the poor.
We began the Jubilee Year of Mercy in 2016 with a spiritual
retreat on 12 March in response to Pope Francis’ call to hold
a day of special retreat day during Lent on the theme: Caritas
Christi urget nos (The Charity of Christ Urges us on). The day
began with a Penitential celebration to prepare Vincentians for
individual confessions. It was a sight to behold to see all the
corners of the Montfort school hall packed with members
making their confessions. This was followed by a talk in the
afternoon by Fr Eugene Vaz, our spiritual advisor who explained
that SSVP is the concrete, physical, direct expression of mercy.
The members later broke up into groups to reflect and share.
The day ended with Eucharistic celebration to thank the Lord
for His mercy shown to us.
Another highlight was the annual Mass for the FINs
concelebrated by our Archbishop. Attendance crossed 800
people for the first time and St Ignatius Church was packed
with FINs and members. Also for the first time, the Archbishop
delivered a message to our FINs in Mandarin. It was indeed a

by David Lau

spirit-filled occasion for us to live out and witness our faith to
the people we serve.
Another milestone event was a workshop entitled “Building
One Community” on 23 July. This was held to bring Vincentians
closer together within their conferences. During the workshop,
members came up with concrete and practical steps towards
community building. A significant takeaway was the Vincentian
Commitment Pledge for members to recite from time to time
so as to actively build up the spirit of the Vincentian community.
In the area of training, staff from the SSVP Social Office
conducted a workshop on “Dissecting a FIN’s DNA” to help
Vincentians understand their FINs better.
2016 ended with the Annual Day of Recollection (DoR)
conducted by Fr Valerian Cheong on the theme: “God’s
Incredible Mercy”. Attended by more than 300 members, this
session invited Vincentians to recall and enter more deeply into
the mercy of God before the end of the Jubilee Year of Mercy.
The path ahead is to bring all conference leaders on board
to promote spirituality among their members, eliciting a higher
commitment and attendance rate to FFD programmes. FFD
hopes that over 80% of our members will participate in at
least one FFD event in the next year. Let us pray for the grace
that the day will come soon when members’ personal lives
are characterised by prayer, meditation on the Word of God
and zeal to serve the poor like our Founder, Blessed Frederic
Ozanam.
David Lau
Chairman, SSVP Faith Formation and Development
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Social Office
Report

2

016 was a year of ups and downs for the SSVP Social
Office, the society’s ‘commando team’ of professional
caseworkers, who work hand-in-hand with Vincentians to handle
and manage complex FIN cases that require professional and
multi-level assistance.
What started in 2015 as a pilot project in the West District
conferences, had quickly extended to servicing conferences all
over Singapore who had FINs with serious problems that they
had no recourse to. From May to October 2016, the Social
Office team cleared 95 cases, of which a large majority were
referrals from conferences and other Catholic agencies, with
the rest coming from walk-ins and the dedicated SSVP hotline
number. This showed clearly the efficacy of the Social Office
in terms of the demand for its services and its ability to turn
around difficult cases effectively and efficiently.
But even as the number of cases increased, the Social Office
was beset with talent retention issues, leading to a high staff
attrition rate. This was largely due to the sharp learning curve in
hiring, managing and motivating employees, and the general high
demand in the marketplace for experienced social workers.
In March 2017, a new team was formed to run the Social
Office headed by Meera Ramachandran as the lead Case
Manager. As a key action point taken from previous experiences,
a dedicated team made up of senior Vincentians, led by David
SJ Ong, was also formed to support and guide the Social Office
team in their day-to-day work. This team was aptly named the
“Tender Loving Care” or TLC Team for short. It is hoped that
with this new set-up, the new SSVP Social Office will grow from
strength to strength to reach its full potential as the spearhead
for the society’s efforts to provide more holistic care to its FINs.
Conferences and parishes are encouraged to contact
and leverage the services of the Social Office whenever they

by David Ong

encounter difficult cases. Vincentians are also encouraged to
welcome the Social Office members as part of the extended
SSVP family, so that together we can tackle the root causes of
poverty faced by our FINs, freeing them from the vicious cycle
of poverty.
David SJ Ong
Chairman, SSVP Social Office

Youth
Report

T

he youth programme of the society at the NC level
kicked off in mid-2016. The purpose of its formation
was to explore ways in which the society could more effectively
connect with the youth of the society. Aligned with the vision of
St Vincent de Paul, was the goal of helping our FINs in only ways
the youth could do.
During the initial few months, we looked at different models
to strengthen youth engagement and involvement in the society.
Given that we were a very small group, we looked beyond the
conventional practices of our society to help us in our mission of
helping the poor. In particular, many of our youth felt passionate
about engaging with the children of our FINs.
We were also fortunate to establish a partnership with
students of SMU School of Economics who shared a similar
passion to touch the lives of children of poor families. With this
partnership, we rolled out our first joint programme in the first
quarter of 2017. It was a simple half day session which included
sharing with the children the correct way to wash their hands,
followed by an art activity of shaping jumping clay to make
figures of famous Disney characters.
We learned so much that day on how to organize such
activities for our FINs and their children. It also gave us many
insights on how to effectively work with youth groups within our
society and beyond.
Through this journey, we also saw the need to grow and
connect spiritually.
That whilst we may collaborate with non-Catholic
organizations, our Christ-centric way of working would be
noticed by others, which would open opportunities to share our
faith and values, not just with the children of our FINs but also
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with our partner organisations.
As we move forward in 2017, we will focus on building the
foundations of the youth movement within the conferences.
We continue to see pockets of excellence among various
conferences in grooming the youth.
We can accelerate the formation of stronger teams in
conferences by inspiring our youth with the mission of the
Society of St Vincent de Paul and empowering them to engage
our FINs in their own unique way. We will continue to share
with all conferences stories of how our young Vincentians are
touching the lives of our FINs.
Noel Low
Chairman, SSVP Youth
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Communications
Report

It is our vocation to set people’s hearts ablaze, to do what the
Son of God did, who came to light a fire on earth in order to set it
ablaze with His love.
— Frédéric Ozanam

W

hen the communications team was formed in 2013,
the primary objective was to deliver collaterals to
help conferences in their membership recruitment drive and
to improve the awareness of the Vincentian activities amongst
parishioners and fellow Vincentians through Catholic News and
our SSVP Facebook page.
This year, the communications team’s focus is to take
these original objectives to another level by focusing on 2 key
campaigns:
Proud to be a Vincentian
As we celebrate our 65th anniversary and inspired by
the many pioneer members who are still actively serving in
the society; the Communications team endeavours to focus
on reviving the passion to serve within SSVP by developing a
“Proud to be a Vincentian” campaign.
In order to help Vincentians to re-connect and re-ignite this
passion, the Communications team championed this campaign
by posting a simple video montage on the SSVP Facebook page.
The aim was to showcase visually what our society does and
convey the key message of why we are called to be Vincentians.
This was a successful campaign with an impressive reach of over
18,300 views online. We also shared inspiring quotes to help
remind our followers on the values we live by and to re-align
our work to connect more fully with God.
The Communications team also encouraged conferences to
share their success stories or key projects on the SSVP FB page.
This was to not only share with fellow Vincentians on showcase
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stories to learn and be inspired from; but also to help potential
inquirers to understand what we do.
Be the Good, Be the Difference
The next objective of the Communications team was to
generate interest to encourage more parishioners or public at
large to be part of the society.
The messaging of “Be the good, Be the difference” is a
campaign tagline which the Communications team will take on
as we revive and rejuvenate the key communication platforms
targeted at external parties for recruitment. One of the key ongoing projects is to give the existing SSVP website a makeover
to encourage more interaction and to keep it updated on the
showcase activities as well. . The other would be to improve
communications with parishioners by sharing with conferences
an infographic summary to place on notice boards within
parishes to create awareness of what we do as a society, and
to regularly report on key showcase activities from conference
level to Catholic News and/or parish bulletins.
Share with us your showcase projects and help us reignite the passion to serve and to inspire others to want to be
part of this society. Contact us at:
ssvpsingaporefacebook@gmail.com.
Natalie Seah
Chairperson, SSVP Communications

SSVP Feast Day
Particular Council East
Particular Council City
Particular Council West
Particular Council North
Particular Council Serangoon
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SSVP Feast Day 2016
You Are the Light to the World

“Many are called, few are chosen” (Matthew 22:14)
This year’s 65th celebration of the Society of St Vincent de Paul in Singapore saw 68 new
members take the pledge and over 120 renew their commitment to serving the poor and
underprivileged. Feast Day celebrations began with a special mass at The Risen Christ Church
presided by Your Grace Archbishop William Goh, followed by dinner. Newly elected Florence
Tan was sworn in as the Society’s 6th National Council President together with the new National
Council, leading the way of being the light to the world and evangelizing God’s love and mercy.
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Vincentian
Family
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Particular Council East
Holy Trinity Conference

Divine Mercy Conference

An Alms Giving project was undertaken during lent in March 2016. The objective was to distribute rations to all residents living in
the subsidised HDB rental flats at 476A Pasir Ris Drive 6. Gift bags worth $20 each, consisting of rice, noodle, biscuits, can foods, etc,
were distributed to about 200 families.
Funding came from parishioners during an appeal for donation. Conference was encouraged by the strong support from Fr
Johnson, church youth, parishioners, family and friends. This project proved to be a great opportunity to create awareness for SSVP
and to recruit new members.

St Stephen Conference

Our Lady Queen of Peace Conference

Our Lady of Perpetual Succour Conference

Holy Family Conference
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Vincentian
Family

Particular Council City

St Peter Conference

Our Lady of Lourdes Conference

In an effort to increase awareness and to inspire fellow
parishioners to join the society, Vincentians from St Peter
participated in their church’s Ministry Day over the weekend in
February 2017.
It was a weekend of active sharing by the conference
members about the Vincentian way of life and it was also an
opportune time to bond with other ministries. Vincentians of
SP successfully reached out to several parishioners, who have
expressed interest and have moved on to join the society in
several activities such as breakfast distribution, home visiting and
many others.

The Conference of Our Lady of Lourdes shared their
Christmas Joy with 70 Friends-in-Need at the Gardens by the
Bay. FINs were also given an event T-shirt which they proudly
wore during the activity as it helped to instil a strong sense of
identity and belonging to the conference. It was a memorable
event not just for the FINs but also for the members.

Sacred Heart Conference
St Michael Conference
Bringing joy and new experiences to the FINs, the
Vincentians from the conference of St Michael took the FINs on
a day out to experience the Duck Tour on 12 June 2016.
The group of over 50 FINs and Vincentians bonded over a
hearty meal at Singapore Recreation Club before heading for
the Duck Tour. It was the first time experiencing the Duck Tour
for most FINs; through this fun-filled activity Vincentians were
able to enjoy and share moments with them.

The Sacred Heart Conference adopted the Gift of
Love Home, which is a destitute home in partnership with
the Missionaries of Charities. The project started from one
Vincentian who dedicated her time to prepare snacks and
interact with the abandoned elderly residents. To-date, it has
become a project undertaken by the conference with 4 to 5
visitations to the home a year. Besides making donations-in- kind
in the form of grocery vouchers to help defray operational
costs, we interact with the frail and elderly residents, providing
companionship and assistance in their daily living.
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St Ignatius Conference

The Kids Project started in September 2014 and was a
meaningful conference initiative to serve more than just their
FINs.The Ahuva Good Shepherd Home was thus adopted and
ever since then, the Kids Project group has organised monthly
activities for the girls (aged 7-15), who come from broken
homes and dysfunctional families.
The activities aim to expose the children to different skills
and values, while giving members a great opportunity to journey
with them. From career talks, to roller skating lessons, to selfdefence classes and even flower arrangement workshops, the
girls have found it rewarding while the members have found it a
most enriching experience.

Holy Cross Conference
2016 saw the inaugural collaboration between the Society
of St. Vincent de Paul (SSVP) of Holy Cross Conference and the
Emmaus Disciples (ED) in the works of mercy. Together, they
visited Ren Ci Nursing Home in Bukit Batok and St. Joseph’s
Home. The group prepared a variety of activities to engage
the elderly and catered buffet lunch for the residents. Youths
from ED provided music and entertainment as well. It was
heart-warming to see the residents respond with such great
enthusiasm. The conference hopes that this is the first of many
meaningful partnerships with other church groups in the parish.

St Mary of the Angels Conference
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Holy Spirit Conference

Our Lady Star of the Sea Conference

One key initiative that the conference started was The
Breakfast Project, created to have members know each other
and their FINs better. With this intention in mind, all FINs were
invited for breakfast during the conference’s bi-monthly Canteen
duty on 5 March 2017. The first bonding session with FINs over
breakfast was a great success, with more than 20 FINs showing
up. They interacted with members and enjoyed the special
‘Chong Pang’ Nasi Lemak and other food prepared for the
canteen. Their feedback was encouraging and the conference
hopes to have more of such sessions in the future.

Fellowship is important in building a strong conference. With
a conference strength of 31 members, 37 families were adopted
in 2016. A gathering was organised at the Church canteen to
bring together all FINs and members for bonding over a hearty
meal. It was a very fruitful session, with the Parish Priest saying
prayers and giving blessing to everyone. The conference looks
forward to more such events in 2017.

Risen Christ Conference
It’s always heartwarming when different church groups
come together to bring joy to the less fortunate. In January
2016, the Conference of Risen Christ partnered two youth
groups, Risen Christ Children’s League and Disciples Journeying
to Christ, to take their FINs out for a day of fun at Sentosa.
Together, they shared many special moments with their
FINs and each other. From taking in the spectacular view of
Singapore’s city skyline during the cable car ride to enjoying funfilled games with the children, and sightseeing trips around the
Merlion Plaza and Imbiah Lookout, it was certainly a memorable
experience for everyone.

St Joachim Conference
With the aim to empower the less fortunate, a tuition
programme was started for the children of this conference’s
FINs. Tuition on two key subjects, English and Mathematics, is
held every Saturday during the course of the school term. With
an encouraging total of 29 tutors and 30 students, the focus is
to reach out and bond with these children so that they can be
motivated to study and to keep them away from undesirable
influences. Annual year-end celebrations for the children are
also held to award each child based on their attendance and
entertain them with exciting performances and games.
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Christ the King Conference

Every year, the conference holds a special Christmas party
for their FINs, but 2016 was special as it was held at the newly
opened Agape Village. Also for the first time ever, the event saw
many special guests, including 35 residents and staff from the St.
Joseph Home and Emeritus Archbishop Nicholas Chia.
Other ministry groups from the church of Christ the
Kings also contributed their talents. The St. Dominic choir sang
Christmas carols while the Altar Servers serenaded the crowd
through the 8-course lunch served by members. The conference
is grateful for everyone’s participation and pleased that this is in
line with the new SSVP mission of community outreach.

St Anthony Conference
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St Anne Conference

St Francis Xavier Conference

In an effort to get parishioners more aware and involved in
SSVP projects, the Conference of St. Anne invited parishioners
to purchase Christmas gifts for the FINs managed by the
conference. There was an overwhelming response and the
project received more than the number of gifts required.
This was a successful collaboration and it definitely brought
a festive joy and spirit to the lives of the FINs and their families.

Collaborating with the parish’s Feed the Hungry initiative,
parishioners and Vincentians of SFX organised an outreach
project to the residents located at the newest one-room rental
block in Serangoon and the poor and needy students at St.
Gabriel’s.
Over 900 goodie bags were prepared for this initiative and
it was an encouraging, yet meaningful, collaboration which gave
Vincentians from SFX the opportunity to reach out to more
potential FINs.

Nativity of the BVM Conference
Project Almsgiving was established to bring Christ into the
lives of others and engage the youth to help the poor in the
community. Set up in 2012 by the Youth Wing of this conference,
collaboration with the Sec 2 catechists enabled the parish youth
to be involved. Volunteers of all ages came together to distribute
goodie bags to over 200 needy families. The project also gave
the youth a glimpse into the lives of our society’s suffering poor.
This Lenten Almsgiving project has since been an integral
part of catechesis as well as an annual parish event held on
every Good Friday.

Immaculate Heart of Mary Conference
Beyond having activities for its FINs, IHM conference
also organised a Christmas Outreach programme to Migrant
Workers on 17 Dec 2016. The project involved giving out
a goodwill pack consisting of a nasi briyani dinner and daily
necessities to 1,000 migrant workers.
Apart from reaching out to migrant workers to share the
joy of Christmas, the parish-wide event led by IHM conference
also aimed to bond parishioners through this meaningful project.
Over $17,000 in donations was raised while 100 parishioners
volunteered their time to pack and distribute the goodwill packs.
Everyone worked well together and the project was a
success.
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Prayer of
The Vincentian Family
LORD JESUS, You who willed to become poor,
Give us eyes and a heart directed toward the poor,
Help us to recognise You in them –
In their thirst, their hunger, their loneliness and their misfortune.
Enkindle within our Vincentian family,
unity, simplicity, humility and the fire of love
that burned in St Vincent de Paul
Strengthen us, so that, faithful to the practice of these virtues,
We may contemplate You, and serve You, in the person of the poor.
And may one day be united with You and them in Your kingdom.
Amen

The Vincentian Pledge
AS FAR AS WE ARE ABLE:
We PROMISE to do all we can to make Christ’s Law of Love prevalent among all men and women,
practicing the spiritual and corporal works of mercy.
We PROMISE to sanctify ourselves through prayer, attendance at mass and frequent reception of
the Sacraments in order to fulfill better our duties as Vincentians.

If you have a passion in marketing/branding, PR and design work, come join our
dynamic and fun-filled Communications team!
Contact us at ssvpsingaporefacebook@gmail.com.
Like our Facebook Page www.facebook.com/SSVPSingapore

We PROMISE to visit the Poor and the Sick in their homes and institutions in order to provide
their needs both spiritually and materially.
We PROMISE to impart knowledge of our Faith to our friends in need and those we come into
contact by sharing our Faith and the Good News with them by our actions.
We PROMISE to participate in the annual retreat and the 2 feast days of the Society so that our
zeal for souls may be rekindled.
We PROMISE to help advance the works of mercy by our offering in the secret bag collection
within our means.
We PROMISE to increase the influence of the Society by convincing qualified people, especially
young men and women to join the Society and to guide them with our experience.
We PROMISE to pray for each other, so that we may be strengthened in our vocation as
Vincentians.

